Characteristic asymmetric limbic and anterior temporal atrophy in demented patients with pathologically confirmed argyrophilic grain disease.
The purpose of this study is to clarify the characteristic structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings in demented patients with pathologically confirmed argyrophilic grain disease (AGD). Nine pathologically confirmed AGD patients with cerebral three-dimensional T1-weighted MRI were evaluated in this study. In addition to visual rating scales of atrophic and asymmetric changes in the limbic and temporal lobes, voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was performed to assess group difference between pathologically confirmed AGD and Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients. On visual analyses of AGD patients, the medial temporal, anterior temporal, and posterior temporal atrophy scores were 3.3 ± 0.7, 1.7 ± 0.5, and 1.0 ± 0.7, respectively. Asymmetric scores of the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala and ambient gyrus, anterior temporal, and posterior temporal lobes were rated as 1.1 ± 0.7, 1.6 ± 0.5, 1.3 ± 0.8, and 0.4 ± 0.7, respectively. In spite of no statistical differences in atrophic scores, AGD patients showed the higher score and proportion of anterior temporal asymmetric score than AD (p = 0.03 and 0.02). Compared with controls, VBM analysis revealed left dominant asymmetric atrophy predominantly in the limbic and anterior temporal lobe in AGD patients. By contrast, there was no significant gray matter reduction between AGD and AD patients. Asymmetric atrophy relatively localized to the anterior temporal and limbic lobes including the amygdala and ambient gyrus is a characteristic MRI finding of AGD. For the precise antemortem diagnosis, especially to differentiation from AD, it is important to pay attention to this asymmetric change.